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Technical SEO: this system is not universal among web owners, asTechnical SEO: this system is not universal among web owners, as
most of them don't understand the process. The fact is just that itmost of them don't understand the process. The fact is just that it
requires that you focus and work on the backend of your website andrequires that you focus and work on the backend of your website and
sometimes depends on how you code your website pages. Things likesometimes depends on how you code your website pages. Things like
image impression, structured data, and CSS file optimization are theimage impression, structured data, and CSS file optimization are the
categories of technical categories of technical SEOSEO required to determine how fast your required to determine how fast your
website loads, it is also a ranking factor usually considered by thewebsite loads, it is also a ranking factor usually considered by the
search engines like Google.search engines like Google.

while On page SEO is the work required to do within your webpage towhile On page SEO is the work required to do within your webpage to
rank on search engines, Off-Page SEO is the opposite just as its namerank on search engines, Off-Page SEO is the opposite just as its name
implies. Inbound links are the answer when we talk of Off Page SEO; itimplies. Inbound links are the answer when we talk of Off Page SEO; it
is the process of generating backlinks from other websites to yours tois the process of generating backlinks from other websites to yours to
increase the strength of your site and the domain authority as this isincrease the strength of your site and the domain authority as this is
part of what the search engines consider in ranking a site. Achievingpart of what the search engines consider in ranking a site. Achieving
this depends on the number of publishers that link to you as itthis depends on the number of publishers that link to you as it
determines how high your page will be able to rank for your keywords.determines how high your page will be able to rank for your keywords.
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On Page SEO: this is the first to do SEO on your website. It focuses onOn Page SEO: this is the first to do SEO on your website. It focuses on
the contents that you have on your page. On Page the contents that you have on your page. On Page SEOSEO is done before is done before
posting contents on your website; the process requires that you makeposting contents on your website; the process requires that you make
use of keyword finder. Keyword finders will help you know theuse of keyword finder. Keyword finders will help you know the
particular keyword that attracts more traffic every month from theparticular keyword that attracts more traffic every month from the
search engines; this is what will let you know the required keywordssearch engines; this is what will let you know the required keywords
that will allow your posts rank on search engines and generate athat will allow your posts rank on search engines and generate a
significant number of visitors to your website.significant number of visitors to your website.

Off Page SEO: while On page Off Page SEO: while On page SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATIONSEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION is the is the
work required to do within your webpage to rank on search engines,work required to do within your webpage to rank on search engines,
Off-Page SEO is the opposite just as its name implies. Inbound links areOff-Page SEO is the opposite just as its name implies. Inbound links are
the answer when we talk of Off Page SEO; it is the process ofthe answer when we talk of Off Page SEO; it is the process of
generating backlinks from other websites to yours to increase thegenerating backlinks from other websites to yours to increase the
strength of your site and the domain authority as this is part of whatstrength of your site and the domain authority as this is part of what
the search engines consider in ranking a site. Achieving this dependsthe search engines consider in ranking a site. Achieving this depends
on the number of publishers that link to you as it determines how highon the number of publishers that link to you as it determines how high
your page will be able to rank for your keywords.your page will be able to rank for your keywords.

Technical SEO: this system is not universal among web owners, asTechnical SEO: this system is not universal among web owners, as
most of them don't understand the process. The fact is just that itmost of them don't understand the process. The fact is just that it
requires that you focus and work on the backend of your website andrequires that you focus and work on the backend of your website and
sometimes depends on how you code your website pages. Things likesometimes depends on how you code your website pages. Things like
image impression, structured data, and CSS file optimization are theimage impression, structured data, and CSS file optimization are the
categories of technical SEO required to determine how fast yourcategories of technical SEO required to determine how fast your
website loads, it is also a ranking factor usually considered by thewebsite loads, it is also a ranking factor usually considered by the
search engines like Google.search engines like Google.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/search-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/search-
engine-optimization-service-in-india-8361engine-optimization-service-in-india-8361
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